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the films of pixar are never to be trusted, there are too many fantastic films to count, and there are too many great voice actors to mention. but if the films of pixar aren't trusted, then how can you trust any film made by them? i mean, who cares what you say about a dvd. who cares about the fact that john
ratzenberg is in it? how can we say that there isn't a great story when the animations are as gorgeous as those of finding nemo? sure the film has its flaws, but is there really any film that doesn't? finding nemo is a great film, and the best thing is that it is set in a marine life which is what makes it great. and
the animation is gorgeous. the characters are funny. and the music is lovely. it's just a great little film. and, despite the flaws, i can't really think of one film that is better than this one. my 10 out of 10 rating. this movie is a pixar classic. finding nemo, is perfect! it has everything you could want in a movie -
great animation, character and voice acting, a great story and a great soundtrack. dory (ellen degeneres) is one of the main characters and she is hilarious. she really is the best part of this film. she has a great voice, and she's not afraid to voice her opinions. her character is hilarious and her journey with
marlin (albert brooks) to save nemo is really heartwarming. the soundtrack of the film is great too, and the film is a great choice for a family film. the part where dory finds marlin's son nemo was very touching, it's just a good and easy-going film. finding nemo is one of the best animated films of all time. i
love how the animation and the characters are all so well executed. i give it a 10 out of 10. i do have a few issues with the film, like the problem with the story, but as a whole it is a very touching and great film. the animation and the characters are all brilliant and i think the music is pretty good too.
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